
Project Overview
King Tech is a full-time school for Anchorage School District juniors and seniors 
that combines career technical education with regular core classes in a 
design-your-own-education format. 

SBI partnered with King Tech to develop two state-of-the-art, shared spaces for 
students. In the upstairs location, a Cyber Café’ offers an enjoyable space for 
students to work and flexible seating and table options for staff. This mobility 
allows for easy re-arrangement and maximum space usage. The main floor 
location was created for Alaska Middle School College. Students are flown into 
Anchorage from Bush, Alaska for use.

The Challenge
King Tech offers a revolutionary educational experience, and accordingly, want 
their campus to reflect the same vision and movement for students. Their original 
furniture was outdated, difficult to rearrange, and didn’t reflect the forward-
thinking educational model they offered.

They needed to create updated spaces that were functional, flexible, comfortable, 
and modern. 

Our Approach
SBI partnered closely with the team at King Tech to first uncover the full needs of 
the current spaces, imagine the possibilities for the future, and then to bring that 
vision to life. 

Solutions included furniture with castors to maximize space usage, ergonomically 
correct workspaces, an inviting, open-concept atmosphere, and comfortable 
seating strategically placed as appropriate.

Overall Outcome
The resulting space not only exceeded matching the needs of the students and 
faculty, but also made the most of the facility. Cyber Café computer centers 
created by SBI are found in many cities throughout the United States including 
Washington, Oregon, and Arizona, and we are pleased to add Alaska to that 
growing list. These specialty spaces offer students a unique place to complete 
schoolwork on campus and have proven to be especially helpful for students 
who don’t have home access to computers or the internet. The Cyber Café 
encourages equal opportunity learning for students, while simultaneously 
allowing the school districts to get the most use of their space. It’s an innovative 
solution, driving positive impact back to students and communities alike.
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